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Rollins College and Venice:
Exemplars of the American Renaissance

I

n August 2015, Princeton Review named Rollins College the most beautiful
campus in the nation. The decision was based on survey results, but the
iconic beauty of Florida’s oldest college is rooted in history. Its harmonious
blend of Mediterranean Revival architecture, intimate greens and plazas, scenic
vistas, covered walkways, and oak-shaded paths is an exemplar of the American
Renaissance, a generational effort to mold an unparalleled prosperity into a new
urban civilization. The movement began in the 1880s and disappeared after 1930,
“the last full flourish of the Renaissance that begun in Italy in the 15th Century,”
Henry Hope Reed writes.1

The American Renaissance reached its zenith in Florida. The same aesthetic
competence that imbued Rollins College also defined Venice, Florida, the new town
designed by John Nolen and finalized in 1926. Nolen integrated traditional forms and
a sophisticated park system to place recreation and leisure—the essence of tourism—
on a higher plane.
Hamilton Holt, the new president of Rollins, adopted the same logic in his plan for
the Rollins campus. A confidant of Nolen, the longtime editor of The Independent
wanted to break the staid academic formula by marrying pragmatism and the liberal
arts. He would direct Rollins, he wrote Nolen, on an “adventure in common sense
education.”2 His first priority was to commission a plan for the 70-acre campus.
An American Riviera was arising in Florida and the accomplishments of Rollins
alumni George Merrick, the developer of Coral Gables, inspired Holt. The new Miami
suburb had drawn national attention for its unmatched assemblage of Mediterranean
Revival architecture. With its open courtyards, tiled roofs, stucco exteriors, high
ceilings, and arched windows and doorways, this style combined practicality and
aesthetics to meet the challenge of Florida’s hot, humid climate. Merrick also
donated a 600-acre site for a private university in 1925, the year Holt came to Rollins.
The Rollins campus plan was completed in 1926. It grouped 29 structures to form
a neo-Renaissance academic village that centered on the library. Given the climate,
openness and connection were keys. Loggias and covered walkways linked the
campus, while buildings were set on quadrangles and small courtyards to capture
breezes and foster air circulation. “Breezy and cool” was how Holt described the
scheme to create the first “open-air college” in the United States.3

In the spring of 2015, Rollins students, enrolled in Traditional Town
Planning, delineated the principles that defined Hamilton Holt’s plan for
the Rollins campus.
Set within a compact urban form, building height is regulated to provide
a subtle but defined focus on educational ideals.
Nature informs the physical design and siting to balance urbanism and
the landscape.
A variety of uses are integrated in proportion and balanced manner to
produce harmony rather than discordance.
Spaces are aligned to enhance civic buildings and visual perspectives.
A plan synergizes aesthetics and functions to produce a sustaining
environment that celebrates learning.
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Next, they used these principles to assess Nolen’s plan for Venice.
They noted that civic ideals replaced educational ideals, and they tailored
their filed analysis of Venice accordingly. Teams of students analyzed the
essential components of the Venice Plan, and prepared exhibit posters for
display at the Venice Museum & Archives for its Design for Living exhibit
on John Nolen and New Urbanism. In Spring 2017, students in, “The
American Renaissance,” will use this template to analyze the Rollins campus.

Rollins College students in Venice
studying John Nolen’s plan

Henry Hope Reed, “Forward,” in Geoffrey Scott, The Architecture of Humanism
(New York: W.W. Norton: 1990), xiii.
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John Nolen’s
Legacy for New Urbanism
By R. Bruce Stephenson
Excerpted from View: The Magazine of the Library of American Landscape History, Summer 2014

O
John Nolen

n February 11, 1937, as John Nolen lay
near death at his home in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, a letter arrived from Raymond
Unwin, the noted English planner who designed
Letchworth, the first garden city. Concerned that
Nolen worried about the future of the planning
profession, Unwin assured his friend that his work was
indeed “recognized” and “most highly appreciated in
England and in many other lands where [his] leadership
in the field is known.” Nolen died a week later, not
knowing if his work as a landscape architect and city
planner would have a legacy in his own country.

A half-century later, American urban planners rediscovered Nolen’s work, embracing
his design principles as a model for the New Urbanism movement. In the early
1980s, Nolen’s new towns, especially Venice, Florida, and Mariemont, Ohio, inspired
the Miami architects Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk in their plan for
Seaside, Florida, the prototype New Urbanist community. Before Duany and his firm
(DPZ) uncovered the value of Nolen’s work as an urban planner, Nolen was often
considered more of a promoter of city planning than a practitioner. In contrast,
Duany saw Nolen as a skilled designer who was the equal of the Olmsted brothers
(John Charles Olmsted and Frederick Law Olmsted), Clarence Stein, and Henry
Wright, all being Nolen’s more acclaimed contemporaries. Nolen’s ability to create
walkable towns with a sophisticated mix of parks, housing types, and shops appealed
to the New Urbanists, who looked to the tradition of American town planning to
combat suburban sprawl. Practicing the art mastered by Unwin and Nolen, they
hoped to reduce automobile dependency, restore the vitality of the public realm,
and conserve resources. In the late 1980s, Duany initiated a crusade to reform
American cities by challenging practitioners to revive the art of town planning.
DPZ made Nolen’s work relevant to a new generation of urban planners. In 1990,
the University of Miami School of Architecture, where Plater-Zyberk was a professor,
hosted a Nolen Symposium and displayed his work. DPZ also used Nolen’s projects
to develop town plans grounded in historical precedent, such as those of West
Palm Beach and Amelia Park in Florida and of Middleton Hills, Wisconsin.
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“Neo-traditional” plans were rare in the mid-1990s, so Duany offered tours of
Nolen developments to promote the new designs. After accompanying Duany on
an inspection of the San Jose neighborhood in Jacksonville, developer Joel Embry
convinced investors to build the pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use community of
Amelia Park. In 1995, DPZ opened an office in Myers Park, the Charlotte (North
Carolina) suburb that established Nolen as one of the nation’s elite planners before
World War I. Within a decade, the office had overseen a score of commissions in
the region, many of them inspired by Nolen’s work.
The civic-minded development central to Nolen’s practice was also crucial to
New Urbanist projects. In 1995, the developer D. R. Bryan studied Myers Park and
historical neighborhoods in Winston-Salem before drafting a plan for Southern
Village, a Chapel Hill (North Carolina) suburb. Over half of the 1,175 housing units,
including townhouses on John Nolen Lane, were clustered at ten units per acre and
set within an interconnected park system. A school and mixed-use town center were
the focal points of the plan. Getting the project built required convincing officials to
reconfigure existing codes that facilitated automobile traffic rather than pedestrian
movement. Bryan built a home in the community and monitored its evolution;
by decade’s end he had reshaped North Carolina’s real estate market.
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Southern Village’s profitable mix of residences, parks, and retail drew national
attention, with features in Time, The Wall Street Journal, Builder, and U.S. News
and World Report. Studies found that residents drove less and walked more.

Venice Centre Mall (originally built as San Marco Hotel) on Tampa Avenue, Venice
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Southern Village also performed significantly better than conventional subdivisions
in safeguarding water quality and mitigating the impact of storm water runoff.
The sustainable returns of traditionally planned communities encouraged further
study of Nolen’s work. According to the urbanist Witold Rybczynski, Nolen’s new
towns were “distinguished by the sophistication of their layout and the quality of
their architecture.” Richard Louv, the author of the 2005 bestseller Last Child in the
Woods, found Nolen’s talent the product of a “set of principles that may be boiled
down to a single focus—respect for the natural integrity of place.” This essential
quality of Nolen’s work is celebrated by the presentation of the John Nolen Award
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison Arboretum, the nation’s longest ongoing
ecological restoration project. Nolen and Aldo Leopold spoke at the arboretum’s
dedication in 1934. The American Planning Association first honored Nolen as a
national planning pioneer in 1998, and a decade later it designated Mariemont
one of the “Great Places in America.” The current city plans for Roanoke, Virginia;
Clearwater, Florida; and Sarasota, Florida are prefaced by Nolen’s plans. Union Park
Gardens, a Wilmington (Delaware), neighborhood built for World War I shipbuilders,
celebrated John Nolen Day on August 29, 2010, and a 2010 Public Broadcast System
film documented his enduring legacy in Venice.

Above: Shopping district in
downtown Venice
Right: Parkway along
Venice Avenue
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After the collapse of the real estate market and the onset of the national recession
in 2008, Venice became an important test case. The city had weathered Florida’s
economic maelstrom reasonably well, especially when compared to other sprawling
developments in the region. For example, in 2010 Venice had 60 percent fewer
foreclosures than nearby Leigh Acres, and its average sale price of $110 per square
foot was three times higher. But economics was only one measure of stability.
Spencer Briggs, the filmmaker who directed the 2010 documentary on Venice,
“Moving Forward by Looking Back,” found
that the town’s compact form made it not
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Burgundy Square on Miami Avenue, Venice

only charming but also “democratic because
it’s walkable.” A memorial had been built to
honor Nolen in 1976, and today citizens of
Venice still discuss his “intentions with the
passion of constitutional scholars seeking the
thinking of the Founding Fathers.”

If this could be
realized, it would
seem to be Utopia
enough in this
modern commercial
world of ours.
- John Nolen

With the rise of the New Urbanism and smart growth movements, Nolen’s concept
of planning has taken hold and is still evolving. Infill projects, form-based codes,
livability indicators, transit-oriented development, and ecological restoration are
now integral to the planning profession. Nolen would undoubtedly recognize the
scale and intent of these initiatives because he bequeathed a timeless template. He
would also identify with the challenges facing New Urbanist planners. In 1930, he
feared Le Corbusier’s agenda to make the city a “machine to live in” would transform
“neighborhoods into a soulless urban mass.” His solution was to strive for balanced
growth and equilibrium between the public good and private rights. “If this could be
realized,” he wrote, “it would seem to be Utopia enough in this modern commercial
world of ours.” Nolen’s legacy offers guidance as we resume the struggle to envision
and build cities that are “Utopia enough.”
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Venice:
Exemplar of the American Renaissance
By R. Bruce Stephenson

J

ohn Nolen’s plan for Venice, Florida marks a high point of the American
Renaissance, a generational effort to mold an unprecedented prosperity into
a new urban civilization. The movement took root in the 1880s and died out
with the Depression. Nolen (1869-1937), who earned degrees from the University
of Pennsylvania and Harvard, only came to city planning after studying Italian
Renaissance painting and “civic art” at Munich University. In 1905 he opened an
office in Cambridge, Massachusetts and, in 1925, he stood at the vanguard of the
city planning profession. He had a list of prototype projects, but Florida held his
focus. With city planning, “progress in civic development in Florida will be much
more rapid and thorough than in the other commonwealths,” he proclaimed.
Venice was Nolen’s test case and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers (BLE)
was his client.
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In Nolen’s hands, a city plan was an art form where “nature led the way.” Stretching
across 22,000 acres, Venice would be a new type of community where a blend of

Venice, Florida General Plan by John Nolen, 1926
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wilderness preserves, agriculture, and urbanism
would sustain the landscape. In the hinterland, the
Myakka River’s floodplains were preserved with
higher elevations slated for cultivation. Parkways
encased the Myakka’s tributaries and ran to the Gulf
of Mexico to form the city’s boundaries.
A boulevard centered the three block commercial
core. Where the Gulf of Mexico came into view,
the boulevard broadened into a parkway that
terminated at a linear beachfront park
that preserved the
dune system.
Nolen broke new
ground improvising
classical forms to
elevate the modern
mind. An amphitheater
had the Gulf of Mexico
as a backdrop, lush
native landscape
Top: Fountain Park, a pocket park in downtown Venice
lined civic spaces, and
Bottom: Venice Avenue home built in the 1920s
Mediterranean Revival
architecture met the
challenge of the hot, humid climate. With their secluded gardens, iron gates and
grills, open balconies, and hand painted tiles, the more elaborate homes and hotels
recalled the art of a golden past while providing innovations that allowed Americans
to experience leisure on a new scale.
Industry also had a place in Venice. Near the railway terminus, land was allocated
to process and ship agricultural products grown in the region. The Edgewood
District, a working class neighborhood with smaller lots and requisite amenities,
was sited nearby. Integrating industrial agriculture, active leisure, and tourism,
“Venice would be a place where the ordinary man could have a chance to get all
that the rich have ever been able to get out of Florida,” the BLE announced in the
thousands of brochures given to potential investors.
Ordinary men had a place in Venice, provided they were white. Deed restrictions
prevented the sale or renting of property to anyone who was not Caucasian. Given
this restriction, Nolen designed Harlem Village, a 230-acre neighborhood patterned
on Edgewood, for the African American community.
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Snook Haven on the Myakka River, Venice
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John Nolen Plan plaque at Venice City Hall

Children’s fountain, Centennial Park, Venice
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A foundation was laid, but the
Depression ended the American
Renaissance and the hopes Nolen
and the BLE had for Venice.
In 2016, an urban renaissance
is underway. Sustainability and
resilience are the new watchwords.
Yet, as in Nolen’s day, mixed
use development, pedestrian
orientation, native landscaping,
and local agriculture are keys.
History may not repeat itself, but
its rhythms are replayed and our
challenge is to craft the principles
of the past into plans for the future.
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